
Hello, welcome, my name is Jason, whom do I have the pleasure of speaking with? I 
have been in the marine industry for 25+ years have been a certified marine technician 
since 2006 and I will be happy to help you. 
I am sorry to hear you are having these problems with your boat. I know that can be 
frustrating. Hopefully, we can get you back on the water quickly. 
Your question was - I have a J150EXENC Johnson outboard that stopped running and 
doesn’t fire on any cylinder. It is getting fuel.? 
Answer - I would be happy to help you with that. What you would need to do first is rule 
out the stop circuits. The stop circuits consist of the emergency stop switch and key 
switch. First, make sure the clip for the emergency stop switch clip is actually in place. 
Next, go to the outboard and disconnect the large round plug, this is where the engines 
harness meets the extension harness. Doing this will disconnect the key switch so you 
will not be able to start or stop the engine with the key switch. Next, go over to the 
starter solenoid and jump power to the small yellow/red wire. this will crank the engine 
over. If spark returns you have either a bad key switch or bad emergency stop switch. 
To tell which of those it is, hook that round plug back up, then go to the key switch and 
disconnect the black with a yellow stripe wire from that, and try it. If spark returns, the 
key switch is bad. If still no spark, the emergency stop switch is bad. If spark does not 
return when you disconnect that large round plug, then you are down to either a bad 
stator or a bad powerpack. To tell which of those 2 it is, a DVA adaptor and a high 
quality volt meter is needed. What is done here is the DVA is inserted into the volt 
meter, the meter leads go into the DVA. Meter get set to DC volts. Hook the meter leads 
up to the stator, and crank the engine over. The stators output needs to be 100 VDC or 
higher. If it's low, the stator is bad. If stator output is good, the powerpack is going to be 
the faulty part. 
 


